Clue #1 B

Now that you are here
Let me make something clear
Do not disturb the faculty around you
For they hold the key to the next clue

Find Jefferson's Serpentine Wall upon this floor
Shown in a more photographic decor
At 7 by 11 will you find a teacher
Whose last name will solve this feature

Write that name upon the space
Because you will need it later in this chase

Clue #1 B

Now that you are here
Let me make something clear
Do not disturb the faculty around you
For they hold the key to the next clue

Find the crossed swords upon this floor
Shown in a more photographic decor
At 6 by 15 will you find a teacher
Whose last name will solve this feature

Write that name upon the space
Because you will need it later in this chase

Clue #1 B

Now that you are here
Let me make something clear
Do not disturb the faculty around you
For they hold the key to the next clue

Find the Virginia V upon this floor
Shown in a more photographic decor
At 2 by 5 will you find a teacher
Whose last name will solve this feature

Write that name upon the space
Because you will need it later in this chase